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 Interconnect Board (connects FX3 board to the KCU-105 FMC connector) with Cypress FX3 board (only needed if 

using the KCU-105) 

 USB2.0 Cable (connects FX3 board to USB port on a computer) 

 AD9172-FMC-EBZ Evaluation Board 

 Mini USB to USB Cable (connects mini USB port on evaluation board to USB port on a computer)  

 MicroSD card with preprogrammed FPGA image to be used with DPGDownloader software (not needed for ADS7 

or ADS8) 
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1. Connect the AD9172-FMC-EBZ board to the FMC connector on the ADS7 or ADS8. 

2. Plug the mini USB cable into the AD9172-FMC-EBZ board and connect the other end to the PC being used. 

3. Connect the ADS7 or ADS8 to the PC being used with the USB cable to the ADS7 or ADS8 board and connect the 

power supply. 

4. Connect the DAC0 output (J2) or the DAC1 output (J1) to the spectrum analyzer. 
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  Stops playing the current vector in memory and downloads the selected vectors in each channel drop-

down selection 

  Resynchronizes the SERDES PLL band based on the Serial Line Rate detected – needed every time the 

lane rate changes for a different configuration or the SERDES clock glitches due to reprogramming of the 

HMC7044 

  Plays the selected vectors in each channel drop-down selection 

  Stops the selected vectors in each channel drop-down selection from playing 







 Board Clock Settings: 

o AD917x Clock Source: this dropdown lets the wizard know whether you are using the HMC7044 to 

supply the clock to the CLK± pins of the DAC or if you are directly clocking the DAC using J34 input. 

The direct clock option may be required if you are using a DAC clock frequency that is not covered 

by the internal PLL range (8.74GHz to 12.42GHz VCO with divide by 1, 2 and 3 options) or that is 

outside the supported output frequency range of the HMC7044 (maximum output is 3.2GHz). 

o AD917x Ref Clock: drop-down menu for available DAC reference clock frequencies.  If the desired 

reference clock is not listed, choose “Other frequency” and type in the value in the AD917x PLL 

Manual Ref Clock field. 

o HMC7044 PLL1 Ref Clock Source: this dropdown lets the wizard know whether you are using the on-

board 122.88MHz crystal to supply the clock to the HMC7044 PLL1 or if you are directly providing 

the reference clock to the HMC7044 using J41 input. 

o HMC7044 PLL1 Ref Clock: drop-down menu for available PLL1 Ref clock frequencies. Select the 

frequency value and supply this clock as the external HMC7044 reference clock using J41 input.  

o Direct Clock Source: this dropdown lets the wizard know whether you are using the external signal 

generator or HMC7044 to clock the DAC. 

 DC Test Mode:  

o Enable DC Test Mode:  checkbox enables the use of the DC test mode inside the part, the 

appropriate number of channel DC value inputs will be enabled based on the SERDES Link Mode and 

JESD Mode selections made in the ‘SERDES Interface’ section of the GUI.  

o Channel x DC Value (dB): user inputs dB value for the DC value they wish to use per channel 

 SERDES Interface: 

o Link Mode: select Single Link or Dual Link depending on the mode desired, ensure the same setting 

is done on the DPGDownloader panel 

o JESD Mode: depending on whether Single Link or Dual Link is selected, certain JESD Modes (as 

defined in the datasheet) will be available 

o Channel/Datapath Interpolation: depending on the JESD Mode selected the channel/main datapath 

interpolation options will update to valid options for that given mode (as defined in the datasheet) 

 Clock Frequencies (Data/DAC/Lane Rates): 

o Input Data Rate/Max Data Rate: user inputs desired data rate for the configuration (must be integer 

multiple of the HMC7044 Clock Input frequency selected) and must be less than the calculated Max 

Data Rate readback. 

o DAC Clock Rate/Lane Rate: calculated readbacks of the DAC rate and lane rate based on the above 

user input selections 

o Clock Output Divider: these are options for what clock output frequency is desired for the clock 

output driver coming out of J3. The clock output is DAC Clock÷Clock Output Divider chosen. 

 DAC PLL: 

o PLL En: if the DAC clock rate is within the DAC PLL coverage range, the DAC PLL will be enabled. The 

readback in the wizard will display “True” if the PLL is being used or “False” if the PLL is bypassed 

(the DAC clock falls out of the ranges of the PLL VCO bands). 



o DAC Ref Clock: the clock frequency thatis being used as the reference clock for the DAC PLL and sent 

to the CLK+/- pins of the DAC. This value will match the chosen value from the AD917x PLL Ref Clock 

control in the ‘Board Clock Inputs’ section of the wizard.  

o Divisor_M/Divisor_N: DAC PLL dividers that are calculated based on the reference clock and DAC 

clock frequencies automatically. 

 NCO Frequency Controls: 

o Depending on the JESD Mode selected, the appropriate number of channel and main datapath NCOs 

will be enabled for user input.  These frequency shift values should be inputted as a frequency value 

(ie 1.84GHz) not as the raw FTW values for the SPI programming – calculations are done 

automatically for the user 

 Digital Gain Controls: 

o Depending on the JESD Mode selected, the appropriate number of channel digital gain controls will 

be enabled for user input.  These gain values should be inputted as a dB values (ie. -6dB) not as the 

raw gain code values for the SPI programming – calculations are done automatically for the user.  

Note the gain block is not available when using 1x channel interpolation.  

 SERDES Readback Parameters: 

o Depending on the JESD Mode selected, the some of the SERDES parameters for the link 

establishment are displayed for user reference.  





 Dual Link Mode 

 JESD Mode 4 (Dual Band Mode: M = 4, L = 4, S = 1, F = 2) 

 Channel Interp: 3x Datapath Interp: 8x 

 Input Data Rate: 491.52MHz     PLL Reference Clock Frequency: 122.88MHz 

 Channel NCO Shifts: ±152.5MHz    Final NCO Shifts: 1.9875GHz 

 Input Signal: Multi-tone ±37.5MHz, Multi-tone ±30MHz  

 DAC Rate:11.79648GHz 

 SERDES Lane Rate: 9.8404Gbps  

 Data Rate: 491.52MHz   Amplitude: -10dB  Generate Complex Data (I&Q): Checked 

 Desired Frequencies: ±37.5MHz, ±30MHz  Unsigned Data: unchecked 



 Default Board Clock Setting 

 JESD Mode: 4  Dual Link Mode 

 Channel Interp: 3 Datapath Interp: 8 

 Input Data Rate: 491.52MHz 

 NCO Controls:  Channel 0: -152.5MHz, Channel 1: +152.5MHz, Final NCO 0: 1.9875GHz, Channel 3: -

152.5MHz, Channel 4: +152.5MHz, Final NCO 1: 1.9875GHz 
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